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1. introduction 
Many cost functions called regular were discussed in [2]. In this paper, we shall 
discuss a nonregular cost function, which was suggested by T.C. Hu, and shall give 
out an algorithm of constructing an optimal alphabetic binary tree under this 
criteria. 
The definition of alphabetic binary tree can be seen in [l] and [2]. Let T, be an 
alphabetic binary tree with n leaves { Vi, . . . , V,,}. Given a weight sequence 
Wn={W(v,),..., w( I’,)}, and let every leaf V, have associated with it the weight 
w(vi). 
Define the weight of every internal node IJ as follows: 
w(n) = max{ 44 ), w(r+)}, 
where u,, u2 are the sons of u, and w(u,), w(u2) are the weights of ul, u2 
respectively. Define the cost of T, as follows: 
.f(T,) = c u’(u), 
where the sum is for every internal node in Tn. 
In this paper, we shall give an algorithm to construct a binary tree T,* such that 
f(T,*) = min{f(T,) 1 T, is an alphabetic binary tree with n leaves}. 
2. Algorithm 
Step 1. Let vi = ui and start with the construction sequence S, = { ui, . . . , 0,). 
Step 2. Find the node Ui,, with the smallest weight in S, and the node u;,. with 
the smaller weight in the adjacent nodes of u;,, in S,,. Let Ui,,Ui,. be Ui, and Ui,+,, then 
combine Vi, and UiS_, and produce a construction sequence 
Sri--- ={Uir,~~~~~i,_,,~~i,,i,_I)~ui,_~~~~~,Ui,} 
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where 
W(u~i,,i,,,))=max{W(Oi,),W(ui,_,)}. 
Step 3. Repeat the Step 2 until you get S, = {I+, .,.,n,}. 
3. 
We shall show that the tree constructed by this algorithm is optimal. 
First we define 
LD(o, 7”) = { 5 1 5 is a leaf such that there is a path from u to V;: in T,}. 
Lemma 1. If 5, 5 E LD(u, T,) and i<j, then V, E LD(u, T,), for every is h s j. 
Proof. See [l, pp. 5181. 
Lemma 2. If u is an internal node of T,, then 
ILD(u, T,)I 12. 
Proof. See [I, pp. 5181. 
Lemma 3. Let K be a leaf and u the father of L$ in T,. Then y has an adjacent leaf 
J$ such that I$, E LD(u, T,). 
Proof. It is evident from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Lemma 4. w(u) = max{ w( vi) ( q E LD(u, T”)}. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on the number of LD(u, T,). It is 
clear when 1 LD(u, T,) ( = 1. We assume that the lemma holds when 1 I 1 LD(u, T,,) I 5 
r- 1. Then we shall show that the lemma holds when jLD(u, T,)] =r. 
Let u be an internal node such that ILD(u, T,)] = r. Let u,, u2 be two sons of u. 
Obviously, 
and 
LD(u, r,) = LD@,, T,) U LD(uz, T,), 
ILD(q, G)I -=r, ILD(uz, T,)i cr. 
By the hypothesis of induction, 
w(ul)=max{w(K)I Y::LD(ul,T,)), w(uz) = max{ w( I$) 1 K E LD&, T,)}. 
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so, 
w(u) = mix{ Mu,), w@2)) 
= max{ w( <) 1 5 E LD(u,, T,) U LD(u2, T,)} 
=max{w(l$)I KeLD(u,T,)}. 
The proof is complete. 
Let 0( W,) be the set of optimal alphabetic binary trees corresponding a weight 
sequence W,={w(V,),...,w(V,)}. 
Lemma 5. Let V’ be the leaf with the smallest weight, and V” be the leaf with the 
smaller weight in the adjacent leaves of V’. Then there must be a tree T,* E 0( W,) 
such that V’ and V” have the same father in T,*. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let V, be the leaf with the smallest weight in W,,, 
and let V,+, be the leaf with the smaller weight in the adjacent leaves of V, in W,. 
We assume that T, E 0( W,,), in which V, and V,, , do not have the same father. 
We shall adjust T, to obtain a new binary tree T,*E 0( W,) such that V, and V,, 1 
have the same father in T,*. 
Let u, be the root of T,. Let u. be the father of V, and u1 be the father of VS+, 
in T,. If u. is not the root of T,, let u2 be the father of u. in T,. Let u3 be the 
another son of u. in T,,. 
Adjusting T, to obtain T,*: 
(1) If u. is not the root of T,, then delete node u. and arcs (uz, uo), (uo, u3), (uo, V,), 
and add the new arc (u2, u3). If u. is the root of of T,, then delete u. and let u3 be 
the root of T*. 
(2) Delete arc (uI, V,, ,), add a new node IJ~ and new arcs (ul, I$), (I$, V,, ,), <u& V,). 
Denote the weight of u in T, and T,* as w(u) and w’(u), respectively. 
We shall prove that f(T,*)lf(T,) in two cases. 
Case 1: V,, I C LD(uo, T,). Obviously, u. is not the root in this case. Let P, be the 
path from u, to ul, and P2 be the path from u, to u2. Let PO = PI fl Pz and P; = 
P,\Po, Pi= P2\Po. Obviously, we have the following relations between T, and 
T,*: 
LD(u, T,) = LD(u, T,*> for every u5P1UP2U{uo,u~}, 
LD(u, T,) = LD(u, T,*>U { V,} for every u E Pi. 
LD(u,T,*)=LD(u,T,)U{V,} for every UEP;, 
LD(u, T,) = LD(u, T,*) for every u E PO. 
By Lemma 4, we have seen that w(u) = w’(u) for every u Ei P;U P;U {uo, ui). 
Since w( V,) is the smallest weight in W,, and LD(u, T,), LD(u, T,*> are not 
empty, we have 
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max {wCvi>I VELD(U,T,)}= max{ w( vi) 1 V;: E LD(o, T,*)U 
= max{ w( vi) ( 5 E LD(o, T,*)} 
for every u E Pi, and 
max{ w( I$) 1 V;: E LD(u, r,*)} = max{w(V)I I$ELD(u,T,)U(K)~ 
= max{ w( VJ 1 5 E LD(u, T,)} 
for every u E Pi. Hence, w(u) = w’(u) for every u E P; UP;. 
By Lemma 3, V, has another adjacent leaf V,_, such that V,_, ELD(u~, T,). 
Hence, by Lemma 4, 
~(~O)=~~~(~(V;:)I~::ELD(~,,T,)}~W(V,-,)~W(V,+,) 
= max{ w( V,), w( V,, ,)} = ~‘(0~). 
Therefore, 
f(V) = c w’(n) = c w(u) =f(T,). 
Case 2: &+t eLD(ue, 7”). By the assumption of the construction of T,, 
K+ I E Wh T,) 
and u3 is an internal node of Tn. Hence, there is a path from u3 to ul. Let P, be 
the path from u3 to ut, let PO be the path from u, to u2 if u. is not the root of Tn. 
If PO exists, we have 
V, E LD(u, T,) and V, E LD(u, T,*) for every u E PO. 
So, we have the following relations between T, and T,*: whether PO exists or not, 
LD(u, T,) = LD(u, T,*) for every u E P, U { uo, ui}, 
LD(u, T,) U { V,} = LD(u, T,*) for every u E P, . 
By the similar argument in Case 1, w(u) = w’(u) for every u # uo, 06. 
Since V,, , E LD(uo, T,), we have by Lemma 4, 
WO) = max{ w( 5) 1 V;: E Woo, T,>> 2 WC V,+ I 1 
= max{ w( V,), w( V,+ t)} = w’(ui>. 
Therefore, f(T,) = C w(u)? C w’(u) =f(T,*). The proof is complete. 
Theorem. The tree T,* constructed by the algorithm is optimal. 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by induction on n. Obviously, the theorem holds 
when n = 2. Let the theorem hold for every n, 2 in I r - 1. We shall show that T;C 
is optimal. 
Without loss of generality, let V’, be the leaf with the smallest weight in W,, and 
V s+l be the leaf with the smaller weight in the adjacent leaves of Vs. 
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Let T,* be the tree constructed by this algorithm, in which V, and Vs+, have the 
same father u’. We assume that T,* is not optimal. Then, by Lemma 5, there exists 
an optimal tree T, in which I” and V,+, have the same father IJ’. Of course, 
f(r,)cf(r;*)- (1) 
The construction sequence 
Sr-*={V,, . . . . K-,,u: VSfZ,..., 5) 
is in both Tr* and T,. S,_, is associated with the same weights, in which 
Nu’)=max{w(V,),w(V,+t)}. 
Let Tz, = TF\ { V,, V,+ , ), T,- I = T, \ { V,, V,, , }. They are subtrees of T;” and 
T,, respectively, and both are constructed on S,_i. We have 
f(T;c_ I) + ~(0’) =M,,), AT,- 1) + Mu’) =f(r,). 
Hence, by (1), f(T,_ ,)<f(TE ,). But, T;C_ 1 is constructed by the algorithm. Then, 
by the hypothesis of induction, f(T,_ ,)zf(Tr?_ ,), a contradiction. The proof is 
complete. 
4. Remark 
This cost function is not a regular function defined in [2] because it does not 
satisfy the third condition of regularity. (The third condition of regularity is said 
as fOllOWS: if wb( w, and lb?!,, then interchanging ub and u, CannOt decrease the 
cost of the tree.) We shall show it by giving an example. See Figs. 1 and 2. Inter- 
changing Vi and Vs of T shown in Fig. 1, we obtain T’ with smaller cost (in Fig. 2). 
However, the node with the smallest weight in W, and its adjacent node with the 
smaller weight are a local compatible pair (defined in [2]). So, the algorithm given 
in this paper can be referred to as Hu-Tucker type. Through this paper, we have 
seen that the H-T type algorithm can be used widely, not only in regular function 
but also in some nonregular functions. 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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